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Meter, Rhythm Concepts, and Guide to Performance of Rhythmic Exercises 

 

Definitions: 

 

• Beat: The beat, or pulse of a piece of music is a measurement of how fast the music is played.  

For example, “45 beats per minute.” 

  

• Meter: The meter of a piece of music describes its repeated pattern of strong and weak beats.  

The meter may change at various points during a piece of music.   

 

o Meter has two properties: its length, and the type of division it uses. 

� Length: Meter can be duple, triple, or quadruple.  Duple meter is a two-beat 

pattern.  Triple meter is a three-beat pattern.  Quadruple meter is a four-beat 

pattern. 

� Division: Meter can be simple or compound.  In simple meter, the beat is 

divided into two equal sections.  In compound meter, the beat is divided into 

three equal sections. 

• Because of its extra division (3 instead of 2), in compound meter the beat 

is always assigned to a dotted note. 

o We use these two properties to describe the meter of a piece.  For example, “triple 

simple” meter means that there are three beats in the repeated pattern, and that the beats 

are divided into two parts.  “Duple compound” meter means that there are two beats, 

and the beats are divided into three parts. 

 

• Measure: Written music is divided into measures, which are small groups of beats.  One 

measure represents one complete unit of the meter (the strong and weak beat pattern).  

Measures are marked in the music using vertical measure lines. Within a given meter, every 

measure will contain the same number of beats.  In duple meter, each measure contains two 

beats (three in triple, four in quadruple).  

 

• Time Signature: A symbol that tells the musician what the meter is.  The time signature appears 

at the beginning of the piece of music, and is only printed again if the meter changes.  The time 

signature is written on the staff, and immediately follows the clef.  It has two numbers, one on 

top of the other. In simple meter: 

o The top number of the time signature tells you how many beats are in each measure. 

o The bottom number of the time signature tells you what note value receives one beat 

(quarter note, half note, and so on).  Any note value can “get the beat.” 

o In the example to the left, “two-four time,” there are two beats per measure, and the 

quarter note gets the beat. 

o Each measure must contain exactly the number of beats indicated in the time signature.  

Any combination of note values may be used in a measure, as long as all of the notes 

within that measure add up to the correct number of beats. 

 

• Rhythm: The rhythm is the arrangement of short and long note values within each measure.  

Each measure contains the same number of beats, but there are many possible combinations of 

note values that add up to the same total number of beats.  Remember the relationships between 

the different note values (pages 2 and 3): 
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• In the majority of written music, the quarter note is used as the beat.  However, as musicians 

we need to be able to read music no matter what note gets the beat.  Remember that note values 

(shown on page 2, above) are relative – they only have meaning related to each other.   

 

• The following chart shows how different rhythms would be printed, depending on what note 

value gets the beat.  For example, if the half note gets one beat, then two quarter notes would 

also get one beat.   

 

• Pay particular attention to the “Dotted Division” section at the bottom – this shows how 

different kinds of dotted notes will look.  It also shows how a dotted note is 50% longer than 

the same note without a dot. 
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Rhythm Ruler: 

 

Another good way to help visualize meter and rhythm is to use the “rhythm ruler.”  A ruler is a tool 

used to measure distance.  The ruler shown below measures a distance of six inches.  Each inch is 

divided into eight units.  Each tick mark on the ruler represents a distance of 1/8 of an inch. 

 

 
 

We can also use a ruler to show distance in musical terms – to measure the passage of time within a 

measure.  The rhythm ruler below shows one measure of four beats.  The horizontal distance between 

each tick mark on the ruler represents the length of one beat. 

 

       1        2      3    4       (1) – (the next measure starts) 

 
 

Just like a ruler that measures in inches, we can also divide the beats on the rhythm ruler into smaller 

pieces.  The ruler below shows simple division – each beat is divided into two equal halves.  Now 

each tick mark on the ruler represents ½ of a beat.   

 

      1  “and”   2  “and”   3   “and”  4   “and”    (1) – (the next measure starts) 

 
 

We can divide the beat into smaller and smaller pieces.  As the pieces get smaller, they also get shorter 

– that is, they do not last as long in time.  As the distance between tick marks on the ruler gets shorter 

and shorter, the actual length of time between notes is shrinking.  The rhythm ruler below shows 

simple subdivision – each beat has been divided into four equal segments. 

 

       1   ta   and   ta    2  ta    and   ta    3  ta   and   ta   4    ta   and   ta 

 
 

Now we can begin to associate real note values (such as whole notes and quarter notes) with the 

divisions of the rhythm ruler.  As our first example, we will consider “two-two” time, which is a duple 

simple meter.  In this time signature, there are two beats per measure, and the half note gets one beat. 
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        h                          h         q           q           q             q                       e e  e e  e e  e e 

 
    

   1        2    1        2   1     2   
    Beat only          Simple Division          Simple Subdivision 

        (one half note per beat)  (two quarter notes per beat)   (four eighth notes per beat) 

 

 

Always keep in mind that a measure may contain any combination of note values, as long as they add 

up to exactly the total number of beats assigned to that measure. 

 

                  q            e  e  e e  q     h           e         e         q  

 

 

      1     2    1      2    3         4 
 

 

Finally, we can use the rhythm ruler to illustrate compound meter.  Remember that in compound 

meter, the beat is divided into three segments instead of two.  Because of this, a dotted note always 

gets the beat in compound meter.  The most common type of compound meter is “six-eight” time, a 

duple compound meter.  According to the time signature, there are six beats per measure, with the 

eighth note getting the beat.  However, these six eighth notes are actually organized into two groups of 

three.  In reality, then, this time signature has two beats per measure, with the dotted-quarter note 

getting one beat. 

               e    e    e    e   e    e    q.             q. 

 
     and     uh           and    uh           and    uh            and     uh 
 

     1    2          1     2 
 

Compound meters have time signatures where the top number is divisible by 3: 3, 6, 9, and 12. The 

bottom number in a compound time signature actually shows the division of the beat, not the beat 

itself. For example, in the 6/8 time signature shown above, the beat is a dotted quarter note, which 

divides into three eighth notes. So the numbers 6 and 8 in this time signature are accurate; there are six 

eighth notes worth of time in every bar. However, to truly interpret the compound time signature, you 

have to combine three of the bottom number (eighth notes in this case) to find out what actually gets 

the beat. Then you have to divide the top number by three to find out how many large beats are in each 

measure. For 6/8 time, there are two dotted-quarter beats per measure. 
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Guidelines for Performance of Rhythm Exercises 

 

There are three components involved in the “counting and clapping” rhythm exercises we will do in 

class: 

1) Listening to the metronome to keep a steady beat; 

2) Counting out loud to accurately divide the beat; 

3) Reading the printed rhythms and clapping them accurately, staying with the metronome. 

 

Follow these steps to perform counting/clapping exercises: 

 

1) Listen to the beat.  The beat may be provided by a metronome or by the instructor. 

 

2) Once you are comfortable with the beat, begin counting the meter out loud.   

a. Continuously count the smallest division of the beat that is used for the exercise.  For 

example, if the exercise is in duple meter and uses simple subdivision, count “1 ta and 

ta 2 ta and ta” throughout the entire exercise. 

i. Count aloud using a strong voice and keeping the syllables very short.  This 

helps maintain a steady tempo.   

ii. Count until you feel comfortable and you are able to keep your counting lined 

up with the beat.   

 

3) Once you are maintaining a steady, accurate counting pattern, begin clapping the indicated 

rhythmic pattern (the note values) for the exercise.   

a. Practice until you can keep both your clapping and counting steady and with the 

metronome.  Work to avoid going to fast or too slow – precision is the goal. 

 

Rhythm Counting Patterns: 

 

 


